FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SEBASCO HARBOR RESORT TO GIVE AWAY PURE MAINE WEDDING
Lucky Couple to Win the Wedding of Their Dreams for Up to 200 People
Sebasco Estates, Maine (February 14, 2008) – Sebasco Harbor Resort today
announced the launch of The Pure Maine Wedding Giveaway. The winners of the
contest will receive a destination wedding at Sebasco Harbor Resort, including
ceremony site, a reception for up to 200 of their friends and family, overnight
accommodations and spa services for the bride and groom, a golf outing for the
wedding party and a rehearsal celebration sunset cruise for up to 24 people aboard
Sebasco’s touring boat, The Ruth.
“Sebasco has long been a place where people fall in love, get married, fall in love
again, and come back for generations.” said Bob Smith, proud proprietor and official
‘Lighthouse Keeper’ at Sebasco Harbor Resort.
“Sebasco has a special kind of romance: the harbor sunset, a quiet kayak ride, the
sound of seals splashing, and sleeping in our own lighthouse at the edge of the ocean.
We’re giving away a Pure Maine Wedding so we can share our corner of the world
with one lucky bride and groom to make their day the most unforgettable day of their
lives.”
Sebasco Harbor Resort is giving away this up to $25,000 wedding package for free.
The Pure Maine Wedding will take place in 2009; finalists will be announced in 2008.
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Sebasco Harbor Resort is a vacation destination of over 550 acres nestled in the rocky
mid-coast of Maine. Since 1930, guests of Sebasco have enjoyed woodland,
waterfront, gardens, and a delightful harborside village on Casco Bay.
Accommodations vary from the Main Lodge, the Lighthouse, Harbor Village Suites,
Fairwinds Spa Suites and several different beautiful cottages situated around the
resort. Sebasco also features a salt water pool, a golf course overlooking the ocean, a
full-service seaside spa and waterfront and al fresco dining options. Recreation
opportunities include sailing, kayaking, biking, fishing, tennis, and authentic Maine
lobster bakes. Two of Maine’s most spectacular beaches are only a few miles away.

Interested couples must submit a brief video essay introducing who they are, how they
met, and why they would like to win a Pure Maine Wedding. Winners will be chosen
based on entrants’ stories and their desire to experience Pure Maine.

Sebasco Harbor Resort will chronicle the contest entries, stories of the finalist
couples, and select stages of planning The Pure Maine Wedding.

For details about The Pure Maine Wedding Giveaway, information and images of
Sebasco Harbor Resort, and specifics on how to enter, please visit www.sebasco.com.
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